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A B S T R A C T   

Next-generation sequencing technology has revolutionized genotyping in many fields of study, yet parentage 
analysis often still relies on microsatellite markers that are costly to generate and are currently available only for 
a limited number of species. 2b-RAD sequencing (2b-RAD) is a DNA sequencing technique developed for 
ecological population genomics that utilizes type IIB restriction enzymes to generate consistent, uniform frag-
ments across samples. This technology is inexpensive, effective with low DNA inputs, and robust to DNA 
degradation. Here, we developed a probabilistic genotyping-by-sequencing genetic testing pipeline for parentage 
analysis by using 2b-RAD for inferring familial relationships from mixed DNA samples and populations. Our 
approach to partial paternity assignment utilizes a novel weighted outlier paternity index (WOPI) adapted for 
next-generation sequencing data and an identity-by-state (IBS) matrix-based clustering method for pedigree 
reconstruction. The combination of these two parentage assignment methods overcomes two major obstacles 
faced by other genetic testing methods: 1) It allows detection of parentage when closely related or inbred in-
dividuals are in the alleged parent population (e.g., in laboratory strains); and 2) it resolves mixed DNA samples. 
We successfully demonstrate this novel approach by correctly inferring paternity for samples pooled from 
multiple offspring (i.e., entire clutches) in a highly inbred population of an East African cichlid fish. The unique 
advantages of 2b-RAD in combination with our bioinformatics pipeline enable straightforward and cost-effective 
parentage analysis in any species regardless of genomic resources available.   

1. Introduction 

Genetic testing is fundamental to both ecology and forensic science 
for inferring relationships among individuals without direct historical 
knowledge [17]. Its success is based on the insight that knowledge of 
variation in a relatively small number of Mendelian loci is sufficient to 
infer the structure and history of a population or to identify familial 
relationships [50,51]. For decades, such analyses have relied on short 
tandem repeats (STRs, often referred to as microsatellite markers), 
which take considerable time to develop and validate [27]. Due to the 
large initial cost of establishing and validating microsatellites, their use 
has been limited to relatively few species, to outbred populations with 
numerous polymorphic loci, and to studies with relatively small sample 
sizes. Additionally, the requirement for human curation of microsatellite 
data can be considered more of an ‘art form’ than quantitative approach, 
with difficulty transferring criteria between laboratories [17]. In addi-
tion, mixed samples results can be difficult to ascertain with STRs, 
especially when there are more than three contributors or any DNA 

degradation [56]. Lastly, microsatellite-based approaches are ill-suited 
to automation of bioinformatic analysis pipelines [23]. 

In its simplest form, parentage analysis is based on diploid offspring 
receiving one allele per locus from each parent [26]. If the offspring and 
a putative parent share no alleles, then this individual can be excluded. 
However, parentage analysis by exclusion assumes that there are no 
errors for biological (e.g., mutations during meiosis) or technical (e.g. 
genotyping error) reasons [7]. Because exclusion testing only relies on 
homozygous sites, thus discarding most of the genetic information, this 
approach is rarely used anymore [17,28,36]. Instead, 
maximum-likelihood methods were developed to identify 
parent-offspring pairs in natural populations [38]. Categorical alloca-
tion, the most common parentage analysis used within this framework, 
calculates the relative likelihood of different hypotheses about putative 
triadic relationship being true. The likelihood is the probability of 
observing the genotypes given the proposed relationship, which can 
then be calculated through Mendelian inheritance rules [28,36]. Instead 
of using absolute likelihood, a log-likelihood ratio is calculated by 
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dividing the proposed triad likelihood by the likelihood that the mem-
bers of a given triad are unrelated [36]. A positive log-likelihood ratio 
indicates that the triad is likely related but is difficult to interpret sta-
tistically. Therefore, parentage confidence is assessed by the difference 
between the highest log-likelihood ratio and the second highest 
log-likelihood ratio score. This in turn is compared to a critical value 
generated by simulation that uses observed allele frequencies and con-
siders number of alleged fathers, proportion of potential fathers 
sampled, completeness of genetic data, and the genotyping error rate. 
Importantly, the reliability of the categorical allocation procedure crit-
ically depends on marker quality, the number of candidate fathers, and 
that the mother’s genotype is known [36]. Another popular method for 
parentage analysis is partial paternity testing, which uses a Bayesian 
posterior probability to partially assign offspring to candidate parents, 
with the highest posterior probability indicating likely parentage [9,22]. 
Additionally, a prior for parentage can be assigned using known 
ecological or behavioral variables instead of assuming that mating is 
random, though this is generally not done, as it would confound the 
testing of those variables. This method outperforms categorical likeli-
hood models as it avoids systematic biases such as over-assigning pa-
ternity to males with a relatively higher number of homozygous loci [9]. 
Partial paternity testing fell out of favor and is underutilized in the study 
of paternity since in most cases it is impractical to consider fractions of 
paternity [17]. 

The advent of next-generation sequencing (NGS) has made it possible 
to efficiently identify thousands or even millions of single nucleotide 
polymorphisms (SNPs) in a population at low cost, which has revolu-
tionized population genetics [41]. Genotyping-by-sequencing ap-
proaches have eliminated the need for expensive and labor-intensive 
development and validation of microsatellite markers, as SNPs are much 
more abundant, have lower mutation rates, and can be genotyped with 
lower error rates [1]. In fact, depending on the frequency of minor and 
null alleles, degree of linkage disequilibrium, and number of parental 
pairs, as few as 60–200 SNP markers, or ~500 if minor allele frequencies 
were low, outperform any microsatellite-based approaches [1,3,12,15, 
17,42]. SNPs are particularly attractive when a population has low 
polymorphism (e.g., due to inbreeding) or when samples are mixed or 
contaminated with other sources of DNA (e.g., in forensic settings) [17, 
23]. Importantly, SNP-based approaches lend themselves to automation, 
which further increases efficiency and decreases cost. Given these 
numerous benefits, it is not surprising that the potential of 
genotyping-by-sequencing to dramatically advance our genotyping 
abilities for parentage analysis was recognized early [20], yet to date 
remarkably few studies have utilized SNPs for parentage analysis [17]. 

One common NGS method in population genomics is Restriction-site- 
associated DNA sequencing (RAD-seq), which requires as little as 
10–100 ng of DNA as input [2] and uses short-read sequencing of a large 
library of DNA fragments to generate genotypes across millions of loci 
[59]. Because RAD-seq methods do not require a reference genome, this 
approach is ideally suited for species with limited genomic resources. 
The type IIB restriction endonucleases RAD-seq (2b-RAD, [55]) method 
produces smaller uniform fragment sizes with greater efficiency and 
lower cost than other RAD-seq methods, while still providing large 
numbers of SNP markers to assess paternity [2,43]. The target fragment 
size in 2b-RAD is small and uniform (36 bp), which makes this method 
robust to DNA degradation and thus well suited for forensic applications 
if the degraded fragment sizes remain above ~50b [4]. 

While the use of NGS in parentage analysis has been growing, the 
effectiveness of this approach for more challenging applications, such as 
closely related individuals or mixed samples, has yet to be established. 
Current bioinformatic analysis pipelines for genotyping-by-sequencing 
usually rely on either categorical allocation or sibship reconstruction 
[17]. Using multiple full- or half-siblings and one parent’s full 
multi-locus genotype it is possible to reconstruct the genotype of an 
unknown relative with parental sibship reconstruction [54]. A pedigree 
reconstruction method is required when related individuals may be 

present in the pool of alleged parents, although this approach requires 
testing more individuals than those of interest. Parentage analysis is 
particularly challenging in populations with a high inbreeding coeffi-
cient, due to the reduction in informative distinctive loci when hetero-
zygosity is low. However, RAD-seq approaches provide sufficient 
coverage for genome-wide analyses with only a few hundred SNP loci 
required [2,29]. The use of marker-based approaches is encouraged for 
highly inbred populations, particularly when using non-model organ-
isms as individuals are more homozygous across sites due to a greater 
degree of loci being ‘identical by descent’ (IBD) [29]. 

A powerful method to measure relatedness in populations is clus-
tering of an identity-by-state matrix (IBS), which is optimized for het-
erogeneous populations but is still capable of distinguishing closely 
related individuals [25,47]. IBS evaluates genetic similarity between 
pairs of samples by calculating the average degree of matching across all 
loci. However, clustering of an IBS matrix does not consider known data, 
such as pedigree data or maternal information, and therefore can greatly 
benefit from combination with techniques that do [35]. A study in Pa-
cific and European oysters combined both categorical allocation and 
identity-by-state clustering to successfully identify closely related in-
dividuals by grouping with multidimensional scaling [21]. 

Nevertheless, there is an urgent need to develop efficient and robust 
parentage analysis pipelines for RAD-seq methods, especially de novo 
methods such as 2b-RAD, that can overcome real-world challenges such 
as complex population structure, inbred families, and mixed or 
contaminated DNA samples. The field of forensic genetics has set out 
guidelines for handling DNA mixtures, typically constrained with the 
inclusion of closely related individuals, that requires estimating relative 
contribution from each individual [18,19]. Crucially, any approach of 
pooling more than two individuals requires a SNP based approach with 
many sites [56]. 

Here, we systematically investigated several 2b-RAD-based 
parentage analysis methods in the African cichlid fish, Astatotilapia 
burtoni, a model system in social neuroscience [57,58]. This species 
forms highly complex and dynamic social communities that can be 
readily studied and manipulated in the laboratory [24,37]. A. burtoni 
males of this species attract females to territorial bowers for mating, 
after which females incubate their offspring in their mouth for two 
weeks [14]. However, even though a female may spend considerable 
time with any given male, the time spent in or near a male’s bower is no 
reliable indicator of successful mating [31]. In fact, females can mate 
with multiple males and thus incubate clutches with multiple paternity 
[49]. Assigning paternity based on behavior alone is thus unreliable. 
Laboratory populations of A. burtoni are, however, highly inbred [45], 
which has foiled prior attempts to establish genotyping based on mi-
crosatellite markers (unpublished observations; for A. burtoni micro-
satellites see: [46]). These challenging characteristics make this species 
an ideal model system for systematically testing the performance of 
various 2b-RAD parentage analysis methods with genetically homoge-
neous and/or mixed samples. In the present study, we first validate the 
use of novel parentage analysis technique in triads of known paternity 
(Fig. 1). We then demonstrate the potential of this approach in natu-
ralistic communities. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Behavioral experiments 

All animals used in this study were obtained from a laboratory 
population descended for about 60 generations from a wild-caught stock 
of 400 individuals [14]. All work was done in compliance with the 
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) at The University 
of Texas at Austin. 

In the first experiment we established n = 12 triads with known 
paternity consisting of one male (known father), a female incubating his 
offspring, and the offspring themselves by placing one male each 
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(standard length SL 5.5 – 6.5 cm) into a compartment equivalent to one 
third of a 120 L hexagonal aquarium (i.e., four aquaria in total), along 
with three reproductive, non-brooding females (SL 4.0 – 4.9 cm). Clear 
dividers between the compartments allowed for social interactions be-
tween all inhabitants of a given aquarium, while preventing any matings 
to take place across compartments, thus ensuring known paternity of 
any resulting offspring. To allow females to go through at least one full 
28-day reproductive cycle [32], we maintained these communities for 
two months. Eight males fathered at least one brood from 13 females, 
resulting in a total of 15 broods collected. There were 2 cases in which 
the same father and mother pair had multiple broods together resulting 
in biological replicates. Two males, one with biological replicate broods 
and another with two broods from two different females, were selected 
to be technically replicated and sequenced in duplicate. Any females 
that incubated fry more than once served as a biological replicate for the 
parentage analysis. A further five broods and one mother were randomly 
selected for technical replicates as well, resulting in a total of 20 broods 
with replicates. 

In a second experiment, we established n = 6 naturalistic commu-
nities of A. burtoni in 120 L aquaria, each consisting of 8 males (SL 5.0 – 
6.6 cm) and 8 females (SL 4.0 – 5.5 cm), which ensured that multiple 
males in each community could establish a territory and seek out mating 
opportunities, while at the same time affording females the opportunity 
to have eggs fertilized by more than one male in a single mating bout, 
thus potentially creating broods with multiple paternity. For each 
community, we monitored social behavior, male social status, and space 
uses three times a week at 15:00 h for 10 min each using a digital video 
system, while also measuring body mass and standard length every other 
week (data not shown). Over the 12-week observation period we 
collected 25 broods from 23 mothers (1 – 6 broods per community), with 
two females incubating two broods each. Two males and two broods 
from different communities served as technical replicates. 

Throughout either experiment, broods were collected from females’ 
buccal cavity approximately one week after fertilization and stored in 
70% ethanol at 4 ◦C. At that stage, fry are large enough to be easily 
separated from any remaining yolk and to yield abundant DNA. A razor 
and slide were used to separate any yolk and cut individuals in half. The 
bottom and top halves for all the fry in each brood were then pooled and 

stored separately. This allowed for each brood pool to consist of 
approximately equal proportions of each offspring. At the end of each 
experiment, we collected fin-clips collected from all adults and stored 
them in 70% ethanol at 4 ◦C until DNA extraction. 

Broods are named by the 3-letter tank code, the color-tag of their 
mother, and the date collected. Females are named by their color-tag 
followed by their 3-letter tank code, males are named in a similar 
fashion. Any name that ends in an underscore by a letter (i.e. ‘_A’ or ‘_B’) 
indicates a technical replicate. Therefore, a mother and brood will share 
both the unique tank ID and color, while the brood will also indicate a 
date. In the known triads, with only one male per tank, the unique tank 
id can identify the correct father for any given brood. In the naturalistic 
communities, only real mothers can be identified by unique tank id. In 
the known triad, the alleged father pool consisted of all adult males used 
in triads. In the unknown community, the alleged father pool was 
limited to males within each tank. 

2.2. Library preparation and sequencing 

DNA was extracted from fin clips and fry using Maxwell 16 Tissue 
DNA Purification kit (Promega, USA) and then purified using Zymo DNA 
Clean & Concentrator kit (Zymo Research, USA) according to the man-
ufacturer’s instructions. We then prepared sequencing libraries ac-
cording to Wang et al. [55] (we used version 
“2bRAD_protocol_may15_2017_nnrw”, the most up-to-date detailed 
protocol is available at https://github.com/z0on/2bRAD_denovo). 
Briefly, a type IIB restriction enzyme BcgI (New England Biolabs) was 
used to digest DNA into uniform 36 base pair fragments. Adaptors with 
unique molecular identifiers (UMI) ligated to the fragments barcoded 
only on the 3’ end before being stored overnight at 4 ◦C. The ligase was 
then heat-inactivated with a 10-minute incubation at 65 ◦C. Samples 
were then pooled with 12 different 3’ barcodes and amplified before a 
final purification step of the pooled libraries for the band at 160–180 
base pairs using the Pippin Prep (Sage Science, USA) protocol. Libraries 
were sequenced on the Illumina HiSeq 2500 platform (Illumina, USA) at 
UT Austin’s Genomic Sequencing and Analysis Facility generating 418 
million reads (2.9 million reads per sample on average). 

Fig. 1. Parentage analysis pipelines developed for complementary methods from next-generation sequencing data utilizing IBS matrix clustering, which is responsive 
to relatedness among samples, and WOPI outliers, directly incorporates maternal data. 
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2.3. Bioinformatic analyses 

2.3.1. Processing of raw reads and quality control 
The 2bRAD sequencing reads were de-multiplexed, trimmed, and de- 

duplicated using the custom script accommodating the 2bRAD-specific 
triple-barcoding scheme and degenerate ligated tags to identify PCR 
duplicates (https://github.com/z0on/2bRAD_denovo). The SNP profiles 
were generated by 2bRAD sequencing using the 2b-RAD pipeline from 
[55] and mapped to the reference A. burtoni genome (RefSeq assembly 
version GCF_000239415.1 AstBur1.0; [6]). The resulting mapped to the 
A. burtoni genome with 81% efficiency, and to closely related Nile 
Tilapia genome with 55% efficiency. ANGSD [33] with SAMtools [34] 
model produced genotype likelihoods for each individual across all 1.7 
million loci. Two males from one of the naturalistic communities (G2) 
were removed at this stage, as they only had sequence coverage for less 
than 1% of these sites while all the remaining fish had > 60% coverage. 
Having less than 1% coverage of sites not only indicates a likely tech-
nical issue with sequencing on those samples but also does not provide 
enough sites to establish paternity. 

To avoid sampling each egg individually or be limited to only a small 
portion of brood as is common, pooling brood DNA and using a read 
depth of around 50X enabled an assessment of the proportion of pater-
nity attributable to each male. This level of coverage is not needed for 
adults, instead 20X coverage was used to sufficiently resolve heterozy-
gous SNPs. Quality control from the bam files for all adults (supple-
mental Fig. 1) and all broods (supplemental Fig. 2) indicate good quality 
and sequencing depth. Of note, is the variation in coverage among adults 
which would result in differential rates of confident base calls among 
males. Therefore, males sequenced at higher depth have more sites to 
match with broods which could skew paternity testing towards highly 
sequenced males. 

2.4. Parentage analysis techniques 

2.4.1. CERVUS 
We applied the popular paternity analysis software CERVUS version 

3.0.7 to the known triad dataset [28]. This program uses allele fre-
quencies and individual genotype calls to calculate a likelihood score for 
each potential parent and the combination of a known parent and an 
alleged parent as represented by the log-likelihood ratio. A 
log-likelihood ratio, or the delta log-likelihood ratio score for comparing 
to the next most likely parent, above 0 is considered a likely paternity 
match. CERVUS utilizes a simulation of the observed allele frequencies 
to determine the predicted likelihood difference of the real parent 
compared to a random individual in the population. Additionally, 
CERVUS has an option to incorporate an estimate of genotyping error 
provided by the user. 

We assigned genotype calls to the known triad samples by assigning 
genotype probabilities above 0.75 as the correct genotype for that site in 
an individual. Next, SNPs were filtered by the minor allele frequency 
(MAF) to reduce the number of total sites using six different cutoffs: 0.4, 
0.3, 0.2, 0.1, 0.05, 0.03 [3]. Paternity testing was run twice for each 
MAF cutoff with CERVUS calculating allele frequency once using just 
adults and once using all samples. Simulation was therefore done 12 
times for 100,000 offspring, 12 potential males, 95% proportion of fa-
thers sampled, 50% proportion of typed alleles missing data, estimated 
genotyping error rate of 1%, and minimum typed loci of 50% total loci 
per analysis [3,8]. 

2.4.2. Relative combined paternity index 
After bam files were generated using SAMtools and referenced to 

A. burtoni genome, ANGSD was used to filter out SNPs and assign ge-
notype likelihoods at the remaining site for each individual and brood. A 
custom R-script was used to filter out sites based on adult population 
genotype frequency using all adults in known triads and unknown 
communities respectively to avoid unwanted biases [17]. Using the 

function ‘paternityIndex’ from the R package ‘paternity’ [44], each pair 
of mother and brood was used to calculate paternity index for every 
alleged father at the filtered sites. 

Paternity index is a ratio of the likelihood of the offspring’s genotype 
conditional on the mother and alleged father’s genotype over the like-
lihood of the offspring’s genotype given the mother’s genotype. This 
means that increase in paternity index can be considered an increase in 
paternity probability and is standard method of partial paternity allo-
cation [5]. The paternity index from the R package paternity uses a set of 
equations that utilize population allele frequency to calculate the pa-
ternity index for a given locus given the genotype of offspring, mother, 
and alleged father at that site [13]. 

A combined paternity index (CPI) for a given alleged father is then 
calculated by taking the product of the paternity index for every site. 
This method, developed for microsatellites, requires genotypes to be 
assigned and drops down to zero if there are any exclusion sites. We 
attempted to replicate this method using our sequencing data by setting 
a genotyping threshold. This method failed as every male including the 
fathers had a CPI score of zero, and we had limited success when we 
excluded exclusion sites altogether. While null alleles can be easily 
identified or ignored, allelic dropouts are particularly challenging for 
parentage analysis as this type of sequencing error can create false ex-
clusions between parents and offspring, although false alleles can also 
pose challenges [53]. Since this approach requires a genotyping call 
across the mother, brood, and alleged father, allele sites that were not 
present in at least one individual of the triad being tested were removed 
from the analysis on a per triad basis. Similarly, sites that would indicate 
an exclusion for an alleged father were removed to ensure that no 
possible sequencing or genotyping errors altered paternity, as a single 
exclusion site would result in a paternity index of zero. Taken together, 
only sites that would add paternity information were included with the 
goal that the most likely father would maintain the highest relative CPI 
score of all alleged fathers. With microsatellite data, the probability of 
paternity is traditionally determined as the CPI divided by one plus the 
CPI, assuming a uniform prior, is commonly used. This method of 
probability of paternity does not work with the large number of sites 
used as most alleged fathers would end up with probability of paternity 
well above 99%. Therefore, a relative CPI was calculated by dividing 
paternal CPI by the sum of all the CPI scores for every alleged father of a 
mother and brood pair. This novel relative CPI approach mirrors the use 
of delta log-likelihood ratio score in categorical allocation parentage 
analysis, in which the top two highest scoring males are compared [36]. 
The false-positive rate threshold determined in the known triads was 
used to filter CPI for unknown paternity. The relative CPI percentage 
and false-positive threshold were used to assign likelihood of paternity 
and identify cases in which paternity could not be assigned, respectively. 
For relative CPI, genotypes were assigned to loci with a genotype like-
lihood above 0.6 resulting in ~8000 sites used in parentage analysis. 

2.4.3. Weighted outlier paternity index (WOPI) 
After bam files were generated after mapping reads to A. burtoni 

genome using bowtie2, ANGSD was used to assign genotype likelihoods 
at the remaining sites for each individual and brood. A custom script was 
used to filter out non-variable sites by selecting sites with at least two 
samples having an alternative allele with a read count of 2 or greater. 
Each pair of mother and brood was used to calculate paternity index for 
every alleged father at the filtered sites. Novel to this approach, the 
genotype probabilities assigned by ANGSD were used directly without 
applying a threshold to assign genotypes. This produces an output 
beagle format file, which is a standardized table that includes genotype 
likelihood for each individual at every locus with a single SNP for all 
genotype combinations: homozygous major allele, homozygous minor 
allele, and heterozygous. Here we used the reference state to assign the 
reference and alternative alleles, although these can be determined de 
novo per population. Importantly, sites with no data for an individual are 
given equal probability for all three possible genotypes. This allows for 
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the incorporation of the sequencing error-correction inherent in the 
ANGSD output directly into the paternity calculation, since no one ge-
notype at any loci can have an absolute genotype probability. 

We developed a weighted paternity index to incorporate genotype 
probabilities directly with CPI. For each site, we calculated every pa-
ternity index value for all possible genotype combinations across the 
alleged father, mother, and brood. We then multiplied each paternity 
index value for a given set of genotypes at a specific site by the genotype 
probabilities that the individuals have those genotypes at that site. The 
weighted paternity index for a site is the sum of all these paternity index 
values that have been weighted by the probability that the individuals 
have that specific genotype combination (Fig. 2a). To achieve this a 
custom R function was developed, taking inspiration from the R function 
‘paternityIndex’ from the package ‘paternity’ [44]. Importantly, 
weighted paternity index maintains exclusion sites, either real or from 
sequencing error, as they no longer have a value of zero instead 
assigning a value based on the probability that it is an exclusion site. 

An information score criterion was developed to filter out sites that 
had no read coverage, in which case an individual had equal probability 
of all three genotypes. The information score was calculated by taking 
the difference of the highest and lowest genotype probability for a given 
site in an individual. An information score of zero would therefore 
indicate that the site had been assigned an equal probability (e.g., 0.33) 
for all three genotypes. Implementing this filter reduces random noise 
due to variation in coverage, as sites with no data are assigned equal 
probability to all three genotypes. 

Performing a standard CPI does not work with sequencing data as 
multiplying that many values below one will result in a number too 
small to compute. The theoretical distribution of paternity index values 
has a mean around one, as we would predict most sites would not be 
informative regarding paternity, with any exclusion sites having a value 
of zero. Importantly, the lowest possible paternity index value for a non- 
exclusion site is 0.5. That means any weighted paternity index below 0.5 
indicates either a likely exclusion site or that the alleged father is un-
likely to be the father compared with the population. Likewise, any 
value on the other side of the distribution above 1.5 indicates that the 
alleged father is more likely to be the father. Therefore, we can limit the 
number of sites by focusing on the outlier tails and taking the combined 
product of the values above 1.5 and below 0.5, termed weighted outlier 
paternity index (WOPI). A father was assigned paternity with a WOPI 
score well above the distribution of WOPI scores for all other males. 
Determining the degree of separation from other alleged fathers was 
done by generating a mean and standard deviation of the WOPI for a 

specific brood and mother pair across the pool of alleged father, 
excluding the alleged father with the highest WOPI score. Then this 
mean and standard deviation was used to calculate a z-score for each 
alleged father and paternity assigned if the highest scoring male passed a 
z-score threshold. This threshold was determined by selecting a value 
that correctly identified all correct fathers from the known triad 
experiment. If no male scores above this z-score threshold than paternity 
could not be determined. Since this method also depends on a well 
sequenced mother, broods were filtered out that did not cluster with 
their mother (see ‘Identity-by-State (IBS) Matrix’). 

2.4.4. Identity-by-state (IBS) 
Genotyping data for adult samples, with technical replicates 

removed, were processed through ANGSD to create a table of ~23,000 
adult sites present in at least 10 individuals at a read depth of at least 2, 
which was then indexed through ANGSD. This indexed site file was used 
to filter sites for the ANGSD command that generated the IBS matrix. An 
IBS matrix was generated for the broods with the females and males 
separately for the known triads and each naturalistic community, 
respectively. The dendrogram of the IBS matrix was generated with a 
custom R script using the function pvclust [48] to generate hierarchical 
clustering, with agglomeration method UPGMA and euclidean distance, 
providing both an approximately unbiased (AU) p-value and edge height 
for each dendrogram. 

To assign paternity or maternity, the first internal node from the 
offspring had to be above an AU p-value threshold and only contain one 
other individual. The AU p-value threshold was determined by selecting 
a value that successfully identified correct fathers in the known triads. 
Offspring that did not properly cluster with known mother after IBS 
matrix clustering were removed. Paternity assignment was determined 
by finding the closest node to a brood with a putative father and 
assessing the AU p-value. If that first node had multiple fathers than 
paternity could not be determined. 

2.4.5. Population heterozygosity 
The original fish population was allowed to breed freely, rendering it 

too inbred for microsatellite analysis [40]. In addition, the individuals 
used here were selected based on size and other attributes, not their 
relatedness status, to set up functional social groups. We determined 
individual global heterozygosity and inbreeding coefficient for all adults 
using 242,308 high quality sites present in 99% of adults. Heterozy-
gosity was calculated as the site frequency spectrum (SFS) estimation for 
a single sample using ANGSD and realSFS to get the proportion of 

Fig. 2. The weighted outlier paternity index 
(WOPI) method adapts a Bayesian approach to 
parentage analysis for next-generation 
sequencing to identify fathers from a pool of 
samples and requires the mother being known. 
A) Two equations used in the WOPI pipeline. (i) 
Weighted paternity index (WPI) values are 
calculated for each site taking the traditional 
paternity index weighted by the probability of a 
specific genotype combination summed across 
all possible genotype combinations. (ii) The 
information score is calculated to filter out sites 
with no genotyping information as a technique 
to reduce noise. The info score for a site in an 
individual is calculated as the difference be-
tween the maximum and minimum genotype 
probability of the three possible genotypes. An 
info score of zero indicates that there is an 
equal probability (i.e. 0.33) chance that at that 
site an individual is any genotype and is 

therefore filtered out. B) A histogram of WPI scores from a sample for which the correct father is known with dashed lines denoting outlier cutoffs (Top). The WOPI 
outlier score is the product of the tails of the distribution outside the theoretical outlier cutoffs. Known fathers have WOPI outlier scores above a z-score threshold 
when compared to the distribution of the other alleged parents (Bottom).   
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heterozygous genotypes. Finally, we performed a test for 
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) based on genotype likelihoods 
using ANGSD to determine the inbreeding coefficient. 

3. Results 

3.1. Experiment 1: known triads 

3.1.1. CERVUS 
With a total of 2400 paternity tests run, 12 for each of the 20 broods, 

only 4 of the 20 broods resulted in a trio log-likelihood ratio and trio 
delta score above 0 for any of the allele frequencies (see supplemental 
table 1). All 4 of these broods, with at least one positive trio log- 
likelihood ratio across all the parameters, did identify the correct fa-
ther indicating no false positives but a low success rate. Additionally, we 
found that it took longer to run compared to the other parentage analysis 
methods, due to both the number of simulations run and the fact that it 
uses a GUI instead of an R script. Overall, this method did not identify 
any false-positives while only assigning paternity to 4 out of 20 known 
triad broods. 

3.1.2. Relative combined paternity index 
For the known triads, a CPI threshold was set to eliminate any false- 

positives, and while it added three false-negatives, this stringent filter 
can confidently assign both paternity and identify cases in which it is 
unknown. A realistic father threshold of e27 was sufficient to eliminate 
any false positives from the known paternity triads, as such is used as the 
threshold under which a male is not considered the likely father. This 
means that any brood that does not have a male above this threshold is 
considered to have unknown paternity. Using known paternity triads, 16 
out of 20 broods the male with the highest relative CPI was the correct 
father, including brood technical replicates, but three of these fell below 
CPI threshold (see supplemental table 2). 

3.1.3. Weighted outlier paternity index (WOPI) 
For the known triads, the WOPI approach correctly assigned pater-

nity for all 15/15 broods and all technical replicates (see supplemental 
Fig. 3). A z-score threshold of e20 was selected empirically as the lowest 
value that clearly distinguished correct fathers from all the other alleged 
fathers (see supplemental Fig. 4). This threshold prevented false posi-
tives when testing WOPI by removing the true father (see supplemental 
figure 5). This method outperformed paternity testing via CERVUS and a 
relative CPI approach in correctly assigning paternity (see supplemental 
table 2). (Fig. 3). 

3.1.4. Identity-by-state (IBS) matrix 
Each technical replicate paired with its appropriate counterpart at an 

AU p-value of at least 80, which empirically served as the threshold for a 
successful node. For the known triads, in the IBS matrix of just females 
and broods, every brood shared the closest node with the correct mother 
with an AU p-value above 80 (see supplemental figure 8). Hierarchical 
clustering of the male and brood IBS matrix correctly identified the fa-
ther at the first node for 13/15 broods (Fig. 4a). Of the remaining two 
broods, one did pair with the correct father at the first node, but the AU 
p-value was below threshold at 54. The second brood, which was also 
technically replicated, had both the correct father and another male at 
the first node that had an AU p-value of 68 (see supplemental figure 8). 
Both of these males, ‘Black.I4A’ and ‘Grey.I5B’, had additional broods 
that clustered correctly indicating that the issue may be with the brood 
not the males. 

3.2. Experiment II: naturalistic communities 

3.2.1. Weighted outlier paternity index (WOPI) 
For the naturalistic communities, the WOPI approach assigned pa-

ternity above the z-score threshold for 11 of 15 collected broods after 
removing broods that failed maternal pairing in the IBS matrix approach 
(Fig. 4b). The four broods that did not assign a father also did not have a 
father assigned by the IBS approach. Additionally, of the 11 broods that 
did not cluster with their mother in the IBS approach only 2 had a father 
assigned by WOPI (see supplemental table 3). Together, these results 
indicate that the WOPI method is conservative when calling paternity. 
Each brood shows a distinct range of the WPI outlier tails across alleged 
fathers (see supplemental figure 6). Putative fathers are easily distin-
guished when applying the z-score threshold determined in the Known 
Triad experiment (see supplemental figure 7). 

3.2.2. Identity-by-state (IBS) 
The naturalistic communities had variable success with the IBS 

approach, probably due to the much higher incidence of closely related 
individuals present in each community. After filtering out cases in which 
mothers and broods did not match, fathers were successfully assigned to 
10/15 of these broods, all assignments agreeing with the WOPI results 
(Fig. 4b). All technical replicates were easily identified and appropri-
ately paired (see supplemental figure 9). Two additional broods that 
failed maternal pairing also had a father assigned (see supplemental 
table 3). One brood that had no father assigned by the IBS approach had 
it assigned by the WOPI approach. 

Fig. 3. Hierarchal clustering of IBS distance matrix from known triad experiment. Limiting the samples in the matrix to potential parents of one sex and offspring 
creates a dendrogram wherein the offspring pair with their parent at the first internal node (green dot). Paternity or maternity was assigned if the first internal node 
from the offspring connected to a single individual and was above AU p-value threshold. A) A sample offspring, with known maternity and paternity (same as Fig. 2.), 
clustered with a pool of all the females from the known triad experiment to check appropriate pairing of known mother at first node. B) Dendrogram generated using 
a pool of males from the known triad experiment and same sample offspring correctly identifies known father. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this 
figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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3.3. Population heterozygosity 

We determined individual global heterozygosity for adults by 
calculating the SFS estimation for a single sample using ANGSD to get 
the proportion of heterozygous genotypes across 242,308 sites present 
in 99% of adults. We found low levels of heterozygosity across sites in 
the adult population with a mean of 0.00246 (s = 0.00017) (see sup-
plemental figure 10). Additionally, we performed a test for Hardy- 
Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) based on genotype likelihoods across 
these same sites in adults. We found that the interindividual F statistic, 
inbreeding coefficient, was mostly positive across sites with a mean of 
0.638 (s = 0.142). This average positive value indicates a high degree of 
inbreeding, as the sites are heterozygous deficient compared with HWE 
expectations (see supplemental figure 10).‘. 

4. Discussion 

We used 2b-RAD to develop a parentage analysis method that uses a 
combination of the novel WOPI approach and IBS clustering (Fig. 1). 
Together, these approaches are specifically designed to deal with mixed 
samples and genetically homogeneous populations. The WOPI approach 
accounts for genotyping uncertainty and integrates data from both 
parents. IBS clustering is crucial in identifying cases in which the mother 
and offspring do not cluster together, indicating a potential issue with 
sequencing or presence of a close maternal relative in the dataset. 
Therefore, it serves as an appropriate filter for the WOPI approach, 
which is dependent on both maternal and paternal data. Additionally, 
IBS clustering of potential fathers provides insight into the population 
structure to identify problematic closely related males. Together, these 
methods outperformed traditional methods of paternity such as CPI and 
CERVUS (see supplemental table 2). 

The WOPI approach was able to correctly identify paternity for 
pooled broods in all 15 known triads, while also determining a z-score 
threshold that prevented false-positives when the correct father was not 
present. IBS matrix clustering correctly identified paternity for pooled 
broods in 13 of the 15 known triads, with one being correct but below 
threshold and another not assigning any father. The combination of 
these two techniques identified paternity for 100% of the known triad 
broods (Fig. 4a). 

Application of WOPI and IBS matrix clustering to naturalistic com-
munities resulted in 11 of 15 broods having paternity assigned by at 
least one method, 10 of which had concordant assignments by both 
methods (Fig. 4b). The failure of maternal clustering provides an 

appropriate filter for WOPI as this method relies on both quality paternal 
and maternal data. Compared to the known triads, in which every 
mother-offspring pair was correctly identified by IBS clustering, the 
naturalistic communities only have correct identification of mother- 
offspring pairs in 15 broods, with 11 broods failing to have a mother 
identified (see supplemental table 3). Both techniques appear robust to 
false positives, as evidenced by the high concordance of cases which 
both methods did not assign parentage. 

4.1. Limitations 

Samples comprised of DNA mixtures pose difficulties when deter-
mining how related individuals and genotypes are represented in the 
mixture [19]. One goal of the present study was to understand the effects 
of pooling all the offspring within a brood on parentage assignment. The 
possibility to pool offspring could considerably lower the cost of brood 
parentage analysis. Had individuals within a brood been sequenced 
separately, a maximum-likelihood algorithm could be used to generate 
the full set of possible parents with parental sibship reconstruction [54]. 
We treated each pooled brood as a population with genotype probabil-
ities reflecting brood allele frequencies. Therefore, we had to use tech-
niques that did not rely on genotype calls but considered relative 
probabilities of every possible genotype. 

Broods with multiple paternity are common in A. burtoni [30,49]. 
When using pooled broods, partial paternity testing is the only method 
capable of detecting multiple paternity. An advantage of partial analysis 
is that uncertainty from parentage analysis is incorporated as the un-
certainty in the final estimate, whereas categorical allocation typically 
discards uncertainty early in the analysis. We predict that a multiple 
paternity brood would result in an instance where one male could not be 
identified as a father, as the multiple fathers would be equally likely. 
Future work will examine the effect multiple paternity broods have on 
these parentage analyses and whether true partial paternity can be 
resolved. 

In some naturalistic communities neither the WOPI nor IBS approach 
reliably identified a father. While this is to be expected if maintaining a 
low false positive rate is a goal, the thresholds determined in our study 
will not be universal. Specifically, we assigned empirical thresholds 
from the Known triad experiment that maximized the number of correct 
father calls while allowing for no false positives. Future research will 
need to focus on expanding these approaches to other systems and 
datasets to ascertain the exact relationship between number of sites, 
sample size, and population allele frequency with appropriate 

Fig. 4. : Complementary methods successfully identify paternity with concordance between methods. Bar charts represent the number of paternity calls made by 
each technique, respectively. Venn diagrams show the overlap between the samples that received paternity assignments. A) Across both methods, all 15/15 broods 
were assigned the correct father when using triads with known paternity. B) Across six naturalistic communities, conservative paternity methods assigned paternity 
to 11/15 broods, after filtering the offspring that failed to appropriately cluster with their respective mother via IBS matrix clustering. 
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thresholds. 

4.2. Inbred populations 

A majority of parentage testing techniques, such as categorical 
allocation, work under the assumption that parents are unrelated, and 
the population of putative parents contain no close relatives, as this can 
lead to instances in which full-siblings can be incorrectly assigned 
parentage over actual parents [36,50,51]. Inbred populations pose a 
problem to both microsatellite and SNP assays due to low levels of 
variation among individuals [16]. Nevertheless, an analysis with fewer 
than 100 SNPs can outperform the use of microsatellites in homogenous 
populations [16,52]. The most informative SNP loci are ones with high 
minor allele frequency and low likelihood of allelic dropouts, with more 
loci required with lower allelic diversity [17]. Parentage analysis can be 
skewed when closely related males (e.g., brothers) are present in the 
sample as they will cluster together and can result in a set of related 
putative fathers [11]. Therefore, our success in developing a parentage 
analysis pipeline even in a highly inbred, homozygous population 
demonstrates the overall effectiveness of this approach (supplemental 
figure 10). If close relatives are suspected to be in the sample, we 
recommend including broader pedigree analysis such as IBS clustering 
[17]. The combination of WOPI and IBS testing allows detection of 
parentage in sample populations from closely related individuals. 

4.3. Use of RAD-seq for parentage analysis 

Few studies have employed a next-generation sequencing for 
parentage analysis, possibly due to the perception that this approach is 
expensive, involves intensive molecular biology skills, or requires 
advanced bioinformatics expertise [8,17,39]. However, with the wide-
spread adoption of bioinformatics training, the introduction of more 
user-friendly analysis pipelines, it is only a matter of time before NGS 
becomes the preferred method of parentage analysis. Financial obstacles 
have diminished over time with RAD-seq analysis becoming more 
accessible and affordable, particular with cost-effective approaches such 
as 2b-RAD [23,43]. The cost per sample can be further decreased by 
reducing sequencing depth or utilizing reduced-representation adapters, 
which decreases the number of sites sequenced by 4- or 16-fold. 
Importantly, techniques such as 2b-RAD are highly amenable for use 
with lower-quality, slightly degraded DNA samples from non-model 
species [4]. Additionally, 2b-RAD provides an excellent tool for anal-
ysis beyond parentage and is well-established in the field of 
molecular-ecology [43,55]. 

With NGS it is highly unlikely that any data produced will be error 
free, especially with large numbers of samples and/or markers. Most 
current parentage analysis techniques incorporate some form of error 
rate correction that the user provides. Generally, these are based on 
expectations for microsatellites and may not account for sequencing 
error and allelic dropouts of PCR bias that arise from NGS techniques. 
[17,28]. Therefore, we recommend using sequencing methods that 
incorporate some form of PCR duplicate discrimination, such as 2b-RAD, 
and analysis pipelines that can calculate genotyping probability, such as 
ANGSD. 

5. Conclusions 

2b-RAD is a cost-effective sequencing-based method capable of 
handling complex biological samples with limited genomic resources. In 
the present study, we combined two approaches to parentage analysis: 
WOPI, a novel partial paternity allocation, and IBS clustering, a pedigree 
reconstruction analysis. Together, these techniques can confirm pater-
nity cases while accounting for genotyping uncertainty. We expect this 
novel approach to have broad applications in public health, forensics, 
crop and life stock breeding, conservation management, and evolu-
tionary ecology studies. 
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